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Abstract. Our previous results on the TV-soliton interaction in the adi
abatic approximation have been extended. It is shown that the complex 
Toda chain (CTC) model is an universal one in the sense that it describes 
the TV-soliton train interactions for all NLEE from the NLS hierarchy. 
We derive the perturbed CTC system and show that the small pertur
bations affect only the center of mass motion and the global phase of 
the TV-soliton train. The peculiarities of the interactions in the non- 
adiabatic cases are outlined.

Introduction

A number of nonlinear optical phenomena in Kerr-like media [1] are described 
by the perturbed nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) which in dimension
less variables reads

. d u  1 Ô 2U  ! 12 / \ • 7~>r i
1d t + 2 9^2 +|m| u(x ’t ) = lR iuh  (1)

and by its multicomponent generalizations. Below we shall discuss several per
turbations R[u] due to possible linear losses, bandwidth limited and nonlinear 
amplifications.
For R[u] = 0  the NLSE (1) can be solved by means of the inverse scatter
ing method [2,3] applied to the Zakharov-Shabat system L[u\. The analytical 
methods developed allow one: (i) to prove that any solution of the NLSE in
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the limit t —> oo tends to a purely solitonic solution; (ii) describe the soli- 
ton interaction in the generic case when all solitons have pair-wise different 
velocities.
For practical applications one needs to describe the behavior of the so-called 
TV-soliton trains which are solutions of (1) satisfying the initial condition

N

u(x,0) = J 2 uk (x , t  = 0). (2)
k= 1

Here u]?(x,t)is the one-soliton solution of (1):
97y7 pi(̂fc

Zk(x,t) =  2uk( x - Ç k ( t ) ) ,  6 V )  =  2/++ +  6 ,0 , (3)
<f>k(x,t) =  2pk(x -  6 (6 ) + 6 ( 6  ,

6 ( 6  =  26 fc +  Ul) t  +  6,0 ;

where vk, /</,■, 6  and 6  are the amplitude, velocity, position and phase of the 
k -th soliton-like pulse.
Let us first remark that for A' 2 the parameters ///,. and are nor directly 
related to the discrete spectrum of L[u\. In fact the spectral data of L[u\ with u 
provided by (2) contains not only 2N  discrete eigenvalues Xk =  K/; ±  +//,., r//,. > 
0, k = 1 , . . .  ,N ,  but also nonvanishing ‘radiation’ related to the continuous 
spectrum of L[u\. However if we take well separated pulses |6 +i,o — 6 ,o| — 
r 0 »  1 then the energy of the ‘radiation’ is of the order of 1 % of the total 
energy and may well be neglected. As a result the corresponding A+soliton 
train may be approximated by an A+soliton solution whose interactions in the 
generic case (pair-wise different velocities) are well known [2,3], Even if we 
approximate u (x , t ) by an exact N -soliton solution it is not an easy matter 
to evaluate the discrete eigenvalues and the corresponding ‘normalization’ 
constants Ck of the Jost solutions; this is easy only in the limit r 0 —► oo, when
V  =  2(aa ±  m ) -
Other difficulties come from the fact that in many of the applications we need to 
analyze trains in which: (a) the solitons move with nearly the same velocities; 
(b) various perturbations should be taken into account. In such cases the exact 
approach based on the inverse scattering method [2,3] can not be directly 
applied and one should look for other methods [4,5].
Our main aim is to extend our previous results on the 7V-soliton interaction in 
the adiabatic approximation [4]—[12]. Firstly we show that the CTC model is 
an universal one in the sense that it describes the 7V-soliton train interactions 
for all NLEE from the NLS hierarchy. We derive the perturbed CTC (PCTC)
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system and show that small perturbations affect only the center of mass motion 
and the global phase of the iV-soliton train. We also outline the peculiarities 
of the interactions in the non-adiabatic cases.
At the end we also analyze the possibilities to extend these methods to the 
multicomponent generalizations of the NLS equation.

1. The AT-soliton Interactions and the Complex Toda Chain

In [7] the quasi-particle approach of Karpman and Solov’ev has been gener
alized to any N  > 2 soliton train in the adiabatic approximation. This means 
that the soldons initially must have nearly equal amplitudes and velocities and 
must be well separated, i. e.

Wk, 0  ~  Vj,o\ Z'o > |Mm  — Myo| Mo >
(6+1,0 -  6,o) -  >  i  ; K ,o  -  I (6+1,0 -  6,o) <  i ,

where the additional zeroes in the subscripts in (4) refer to the value at t =  0 
and and /i0 are the average amplitude and velocity of the TV-soliton train. 
The result is a dynamical system of equations for the 4N  soliton parameters 
called the generalized Karpman-Solov’ev system (GKS).
The GKS is adapted to treat also the perturbed NLS equation. An exhaustive 
list of perturbations, relevant for nonlinear optics, which include linear and 
nonlinear dispersive and dissipative terms, effects of sliding filters, amplitude 
and phase modulations, etc. is studied [9]. We prove that the linear pertur
bations affect each of the solitons separately, while the nonlinear ones lead to 
additional interactive terms between neighboring solitons.
Another important step which allowed us to analyze the TV-soliton interactions 
analytically consists in the fact, that under some additional approximations the 
GKS reduces to the CTC with N  nodes [8,9]:

d 2gfc
di2

16^o ( eqk+1~qk gQk —Qk-i  ^ (5)

where k =  1 ,.. .  ,7V and we assume that e~qo =  eQN+1 =  0. The complex 
dynamical variables qk (t) are expressed in terms of the parameters of the fc-th 
soliton by:

qk(t) = 2î(mo +  i^o)6 (f) -  i(6 (f) +  8(t)) + k(\n4.i>l +  iw), (6)

where 8{t) = —
N

y ,  8k(t). The same result has been derived also by using the
s=1

variational approach [6]; this approach however should be applied with care, 
see [13].
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The CTC with N  nodes, which may be viewed as a natural generalization of 
the corresponding real Toda chain (RTC), provides a very convenient tool to 
study the soliton interactions. Numeric simulations show that CTC provides 
an adequate description for the soliton interactions for a wide class of initial 
conditions (2) [9,10,12].
It is also possible to describe the soliton interactions of other soliton-type 
nonlinear equations with different dispersion laws. For any such equation one 
can derive the corresponding GKS and CTC model which could be useful to 
study the interactions of their TV-soliton trains [14].
The adiabatic approximation imposes certain restrictions not only on the pa
rameters of TV-soliton train (see Eq. (4)), but also on the spectral data of the 
Zakharov-Shabat system L. Firstly the discrete eigenvalues in the upper A-half 
plane of L must be located in a small neighborhood around A0 =  Y,k=i / N .
More precisely \Xk — A0|2 ~  e, where the small number £ determines the over
lap between the neighboring solitons. With the same precision the eigenvalues 
\ k can be approximated by 2(k where ( k are the eigenvalues of the Lax matrix 
for the CTC. Secondly we have a condition on the initial values of the constants 
Ck which determine the initial positions and phases of the pulses. Skipping the 
details we get:

In |C'++1 (0)/C+(0)| =  2^0(£fc+1>0 -  &,„) +  0(1) ~  -2 1 n e  »  1 . (7)

The conditions on the discrete eigenvalues Xk allows us also to explain the uni
versality of the CTC as a model describing the IV-soliton interactions. Namely, 
we claim that the CTC model describes in the adiabatic approximation the N-  
soliton interactions of all NLEE in the NLS hierarchy. Indeed, let us consider 
a higher NLS equation with dispersion law F (A), regular in the vicinity of A0. 
Then the time-dependence of Ck is given by

Ck (*) =  exp(2LF(A£)t)C% (0). (8)

As a consequence the one-soliton solution will be given by (3) with Zk(x,t) 
and Sk f I ) replaced by

zk(x,t) = 2uk f x  -  —  t 0,k) , h i t )  = Sk,o +  
\ J

2 (^fc/i,fc — vkfü,k.
vk

t ,  (9)

where l i \ k ) =  fo,k+ifi,k- However, since all \ k lie in a small neighborhood 
of its average A0 in fact it is enough to take into account only the first two 
terms in the Taylor expansion:

F ( ^ t )  = F ( h )  +  (V  — V)^o +  C(e), ( 10)
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where F0 =  ( dF j  dÀ)|A=Ao. Comparing (8) and (9) we see that in the adiabatic 
approximation only the first two terms in (10) are important for the soliton 
parametrization. This explains why the soliton interactions for all the equations 
from the hierarchy is described by the same universal model: CTC. As an 
example of higher NLS equations which also finds important applications in 
nonlinear optics is the one with dispersion law F(X) =  2À2 +  77A3 introduced 
in [15]; another possibility is to choose F(X) =  1 /À which after additional 
reduction leads to the sine-Gordon equation.
These results have been further developed by using the fact, that the CTC is 
a completely integrable dynamical system with 2N  degrees of freedom. The 
most important consequence of this fact lies in the possibility to predict the 
asymptotic behavior of the solitons from the set of their initial parameters [8]. 
Indeed, knowing the initial soliton parameters we can construct the eigenvalues 
of the Lax matrix for the CTC system, which in turn determine the asymptotic 
velocities of the solitons.
A more detailed study of the solutions of the CTC allowed us to see that it 
allows much richer class of asymptotic regimes than the RTC [11,12]. We are 
also able to describe the class of initial soliton parameters, that lead to each 
one of these regimes: (i) asymptotically free propagation of the solitons (the 
only regime allowed by RTC); (ii) TV-soliton bound states with the possibility 
of a quasi-equidistant propagation; (iii) mixed asymptotic regimes when part of 
the solitons form bound state(s) and the rest separate from them; (iv) regimes 
corresponding to the degenerate and singular solutions of the CTC.
In [10,12] a thorough comparison between the CTC predictions with the nu
merical solutions of the NLS equation has been performed and an excellent 
match has been established for a number of choices of the initial soliton pa
rameters in each of the regimes listed above. Special attention has been paid 
to regime (ii) and more specifically to the possibility for a quasi-equidistant 
(QED) propagation of all N  solitons. A method for the description of the 
corresponding initial soliton parameters responsible for this regime has been 
proposed.

2. Perturbed NLS versus the Perturbed CTC

In [9] we showed also that the evolution of the TV-soliton train (2) of the 
perturbed NLS equation (1) is described by the following perturbed version of 
the CTC:

dvk
(Sk — Sk+i) +  N k ,di ( 11)
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where

ck(t)

-"j“-  — —lÖZ'o iÇk — Ck+1) +  M k ,

^  =  2fik + 4 0) +  Sfe ,

= 2 (ni +  +  X k ,

( 12)

(13)

(14)

iSk(t)
4^o

S<0) =  -4(S* +  Sfc+1),

X i 0) = 2^k ~ f  +  24i/fc(Cfe +  C,
(15)

fe+i

The additional terms A7/,,. . .  , X k in (11)-(14) are determined by R[u] below. 
As it was shown in [9] they contain two types of terms: (a) ‘self-interaction’ 
terms depending only on the parameters of the fc-th soliton and (b) ‘nearest- 
neighbour’ interaction terms containing linear combinations of Sk, Ck, Sk+1 
and Cfc+i.
In [9] we also derived the explicit expressions for M k, . . .  , X k in terms of 
the soliton parameters for several classes of physiscally important perturba
tions. Here we take into account linear and cubic in u perturbations including 
the linear and nonlinear gain, third order dispersion (TOD), intrapulse Raman 
scattering (1RS), etc., i. e.

nr 1 d ku  7 I 12 ^1R \u\ ~ 2 ^ ck ^  + d 0\u\ u +  —
k=0

u (\u \2) x + ~ r ( \u \2ux -u*xu2) , (16)

where cs and ds are generically complex parameters:

cs — cso +  iCsi 5 ds — ds o +  id s i .

Some of these coefficients, namely c0i, c21 and d0i can be put to zero without 
restrcitions; this can be done by conveniently renormalizing u, t and x.
The next argument which we will use is that the coefficients in (16) must be 
small. We start by assuming that they are, like the terms Sk and Ck, of the 
order of e; at the same time the deviations vk = vk — Vo, fik = fik — Mo are of the 
order of y / e .  Therefore in the right hand sides of the equations (11)-(12) we 
have only terms of the order of e9 while in the r.h.sides of (13)—(14) we have 
terms of the order of 1 and y/e. That is why we will simplify the perturbative 
terms in the r.h.sides of (11)—(14) by taking only the first few terms in their 
Taylor expansions:

Z k i v k - ,  i i k )  —  ^ o o  +  v k Z i o  +  f i k Z o i  ? ^00 — Mo) 7
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Z io —
dZ
dvk Vk=V 0 ’ ßk=ß 0

'01
dZ
d^k Vk=V 0 ’ ßk=ß 0

(17)

where Z  stands for each of the functions N k, M k, Ek and X k. The explicit 
expressions for the coefficients in (17) for each of the four functions are given 
in the appendix.

2.1. Perturbations of Order e

Note that due to our assumption about the perturbation constants all coefficients 
in Z0o are of the order of e; so in fact we have to take into account only A,M 
and Moo■ As a result we derive the following perturbed version of the CTC 
model:

= Uoo + Ißz'o (eqk+1~qk -  e«*"«*-1) , (18)

where U0o =  —4/y(l(M(l0 +  iN00). In fact Eq. (18) can be solved exactly with 
the result:

qk(f) — 2 Uoot2 + Voot + qk \ t ) , (19)

where q ^ i t )  is a solution of the unperturbed CTC and Voo is for now an 
arbitrary constant. If in addition we assume that Voo =  0 and /t0 =  0 then from 
the formulae in the appendix we find that

8^o
3

2u0 Cll +

— i [3c0o +  4̂ 0 (2c?oo —

(20)

We remind that qkr> is related to the A-th soliton parameters by (6). Then from 
(19) we see that Re U0o and Re Voo influence the center of mass motion of the 
train while Irn U()0 and I in Vqo drive the global phase ö(t). In particular for the 
special case when Re U0o =  0 the effect of such perturbation will be to make 
the phase of all soldons oscillate simultaneously with a rate proportional to t 2. 
However the evolution of the phase and coordinate differences 5k+1 — 5k and 
£fc+i — Çk will not be influenced.
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2.2. Perturbations of Order yfë

More complicated and substantially different is the situation when the pertur
bative constants become of order yfe. Then the terms N k, M k in (11), (12) can 
be approximated by linear combinations of vk, ßk\ as a result Equation (11) 
acquires the form

Then .Ynn and M 00 (of order yfe) will be the leading order terms in (2 1), (22) 
while terms like c0vk, c2fik are of the same order e as the interaction terms 
(ones with Sk and Ck). The solutions of such PCTC will be qualitatively 
different from the ones of CTC and require separate studies.

3. Non-adiabatic Interactions

If one or more of the ‘adiabatic conditions’ (4) are violated then the picture 
becomes much more complicated. It is possible that due to strong perturbation 
some of the soliton pulses come very close to each other and strongly overlap. 
Usualy this is combined with strong deformations of the pulses and substantial 
emission of ‘radiation’ which is not accounted for in our model.
To our knowledge there are no effective models which would provide analytic 
description of the soliton interactions in such situations. As main tool giving 
a physical insight of the soliton dynamics is the comparison between the nu
merical solutions to the NLS equation (1) and the numerical solution of the 
corresponding Zakharov-Shabat spectral problem [16].
The method consists in the following: first we solve numerically the corre
sponding (perturbed) NLS equation using the standard fast-Fourier transform 
(or beam-propagation) method. Then we use the results for the pulse shape 
evaluated at a certain distance as an initial potential for the Zakharov-Shabat 
eigenvalue problem and determine numerically its scattering data [17]. As a 
result we can determine the time evolution of the scattering data (including the 
data, characterizing the continuous spectrum).
The advantage of this method is the possibility to follow up the variations of 
the amplitudes and the velocities of an arbitrary number of solitons. Here it is

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)
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possible in a natural way to estimate the energy of the ‘radiation’, related to 
the continuous spectrum of L. The disadvantage is in the necessity to know 
approximately the locations of the eigenvalues of L at t = 0.
Below we use the basic fact that the unperturbed NLS equation is integrable. As 
a consequence the evolution of u(x, t ) preserves the spectrum of corresponding 
Zakharov-Shabat system L, which may be determined from the initial condition 
u(x, t = 0). In particular the discrete eigenvalues of L will be time-independent 
since they are integrals of motion of the NLSE.
If we next consider perturbed NLS equation then generically the perturbation 
will violate the integrability. However we assume that the perturbation is ‘small’ 
in the sence that it does not destroy completely the integrability but rather 
slightly modifies the spectrum of L. In particular the eigenvalues A,; of L start 
to move; here and below the upperscript +  (—) means that the corresponding 
eigenvalue is such that Im A  ̂ > 0  (Im A,7 < 0). We remind that the involution 
Afc =  (A,7 )* holds, so it is enough to know only the discrete eigenvalues A£. 
To our knowledge there are no explicit criteria which would allow one to check 
whether given perturbation is ‘small’ or not. Some inexplicit criteria have been 
formulated in [2 1]; in particular they require that the eigenvalues A,' remain in 
the upper half-plane (i. e. Im A  ̂ > 0  for all / ). that they do not come close to 
the real axis and that they do not coalesce. In terms of the soliton parameters 
the second of these condition means that the amplitude of the pulses should not 
become very small.
In [16] an investigation of the influence of the intrapulse Raman scattering and 
the third order dispersion on the discrete eigenvalues of the Zakharov-Shabat 
system have been performed by numerical means. Two qualitatively different 
initial conditions approximating two-soliton bound states have been studied. 
The first one Ui(x,t =  0) =  2sech(x) correponds to strongly overlapped 
soliton pulses; so in this case the adiabatic approximation is not valid. The 
spectrum of Li (i. e. of L with potential given by Ui(x, t = 0)) consists of two 
eigenvalues in the upper half-plane [23] with A  ̂ =  i(k — 1 / 2), k = 1,2  (and 
two more in the lower half-plane). Note also that the distance between these 
eigenvalues is not small.
For the second one u2(x, t =  0) =  sech(x — S) +  seeh(x +  S) with ô ~  3-4 the 
pulses are well separated and the adiabatic approximation holds. The spectrum 
of L 2 can not be calculated presicely; besides the two pairs of eigenvalues it 
contains also some small ‘radiation’. The eigenvalues A  ̂ can be well approxi
mated by the eigenvalues of the Lax matrix for the corresponding CTC. In our 
case this gives:

A ^ i ( l + e - « )  A+ c  ( l  -  T * )  . (25)
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Note that already for ö ~  3-4 the quantity e~'5 may be considered as small 
(of the order of -Je, i. e. these eigenvalues satisfy the adiabaticity condition. 
Obviously, if take 5 to be smaller then the overlap of the solitons grows and 
the adiabaticity is violated. As a result (25) does not give correct values for 
the eigenvalues. In the limit of infinitely separated soliton pulses, i. e. ö —► oo 
the eigenvalues (25) coalesce. This is related to the fact that the solution to the 
CTC with these initial conditions is singular, see [11].
The effect of these two perturbation on the eigenvalues of L are similar for both 
types of initial conditions. In what follows we describe it for the non-adiabatic 
case with u2(x,t  = 0).

Figure 1. Spatial evolution of (a) real and (b) imaginary parts of the eigenvalues of 
2 sech(x) for different strengths of TOD
C30 = 0.02 (solid); C30 = 0.022 (dashed); C30 = 0.03 (dotted); C30 = 0.05 (dash-dotted) 

First we analyse the effect of the third-order dispersion (TOD) which is a
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Hamiltonian perturbation. The time evolution of the eigenvalues is shown in 
Fig. 1 for different strengths c30 of TOD. For c30 < 0.01 it turnes out that the 
imaginary parts are almost constant while the real parts are zero.
It is known also that there exist a critical value c30>cr =  0.022 [22] where the 
two-soliton bound state breaks down. For c30 =  0.02, which is just below the 
critical value two strongly fluctuating real parts show up. Minor fluctuations 
of the imaginary parts can also be identified. For c30 =  c30)Cr the very splitting 
of the degenerate real parts Ki = k2 = 0 appears. After some transition 
time both real parts attain constant but different values. The imaginary parts 
remain almost unchanged. This stage of deformation of the eigenvalues caused 
by TOD corresponds to the break up of the two-soliton bound state into two 
single, progressively separating solitons with amplitudes determined by the 
initial imaginary parts of the eigenvalues. This behavior of the eigenvalues is 
consistent with the previous results.
If c30 grows even larger (e. g., c30 > 0.03), the smaller imaginary part changes 
significantly. This second stage of deformation of the eigenvalues can be de
scribed by the ultimate differences between both real and imaginary parts, 
respectively, which increase with c30. The change in the imaginary part leads 
to the creation of ‘radiation’.
A similar investigation was performed in order to analyze the effect of dissipa
tive perturbation such as intrapulse Raman scattering on the eigenvalues. The 
results are shown in Fig. 2. A remarkable fact to be mentioned is that unlike 
for TOD a very weak perturbation (dn  =  —0.0004) lifts the degeneracy of the 
real part. The two-soliton bound state breaks up and two slowly separating 
solitons with different but constant amplitudes emerge. The second stage in 
the deformation (changes in the imaginary parts) start from du = —0.02 and 
differs from the TOD case in that both imaginary parts change. In contrast to 
TOD the effect shows up for considerably weaker perturbations.
The big change of the larger amplitude (du < —0.2) causes a strong variation 
of the corresponding real part due to the amplitude dependence of the soliton 
self-frequency shift.
These results clearly illustrate the qualitatively different effect of Hamiltonian 
(TOD) and dissipative (1RS) perturbations on the soliton bound states.
The numeric evaluation of the spectral data of L for each step of propagation 
of the soliton train also allows one to control the precision of the numerical 
procedure used to solve the NLSE [18].
Another possible effect of the strong perturbations is that the pulses taken 
initially to be one-soliton solutions of the NLS, may deform into the exact 
travelling-wave solutions of the perturbed NLS equation. Such effect has been 
reported in [19] due to the nonlinear gain and bandwidth limited amplification.
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Then the perturbed NLS equation goes int the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) equation 
whose stationary solutions possess characteristic phase modulation (chirp). It 
is due to this modulation that the soliton interaction reduces substantially.

Figure 2. Spatial evolution of (a) real and (b) imaginary parts of the eigenvalues of 
2 sech(x) for different strengths of 1RS
du  =  —0.0004 (smal dashed); du  =  —0.004 (solid); du  =  —0.02 (small dash-dotted); 
du  =  —0.04 (dashed); du  =  —0.4 (dashed dotted)

4. Conclusions

Starting from the GKS model proposed in [7]-[9] we have derived the perturbed 
CTC system describing the .Y-soliton train interaction of the perturbed NLS 
equation in the adiabatic approximation. For small perturbations the PCTC 
system is again completely integrable and provides us with an effective tool for 
analytic study of the asymptotic regimes of the iV-soliton trains. These methods
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can be applied also to the adiabatic interaction of the multicomponent NLS 
equation and its perturbed versions. Such equations describe the birefringence 
effects and soliton interactions in multi-mode fibers. We expect that their 
soliton interactions will be described by a generalized CTC-model in which 
the soliton phases Sk are replaced by ‘polarization’ vectors nk, see [20].
In the non-adiabatic regime we propose a combined numeric solution of the 
NLS equation and the Zakharov-Shabat problem. It allows to demonstrate the 
qualitative difference between the Hamiltonian (TOD) and dissipative (1RS) 
types of perturbations.
Our results can be used in soliton-based fiber-optics communications. 

Appendix A. The Coefficients Z^ß

Here we list the coefficients Za^  where Z  takes the values N k, M k, Ek and 
X k while the pair of indices (a,/?) is one of the following (0,0), (1,0) and 
(0,1), see formula (17). We have:

N 10 — 2 (c0o — 2cn/i0 +  (8c3i ^oMo — 4c20)(r/o +  Mo) +  8^o(^oo — ^2iMo)) ?

A qo —  ;c2o(m ? +  3/x o) +  16c3i^ 0(m ? +  Mo)

Moi =  — — (c2o — 12c31/i0) 5
2

-0 0  — — c 10 +  4 c2i/io  +  +  3/i-o) — 77 ^0^10 5

^00 =  On -  4 { y l  -  ß l

io — 2^0 (6c30 — d io ) ,

2
o +  4050(^0 +  3/i-o) — g ^0^105 

îo) 5 —01 — 4(c2i  +  6c30/io )5

Mo)(C21 3̂ 20
1
3
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